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With this issue ZEN BOW gives to its readers a preview of Roshi Philip
Kapleau ' s new book ZEN: Dawn in the West , recently published by
Anchor Press, Doubleday Inc . The publishers have kindly agreed to our
publishing excerpts from the book . The table of contents from ZEN:
Dawn in the West is given so that the reader will get some idea of the
wide scope of the book . But in order not to make things confused it was
decided to drop the contents page for Zen Bow and include this foreword
instead .
Zen Bow asked Bodhin , who with Polly Papageorge acted as midwife to
the book, to give some idea of what went into writing the book and his
article , The Birth of a Book, Recollections of a Midwife, is his response .
Zen Bow also interviewed Roshi and asked him some questions about his
book and this too has been included .
The afterword of the book, written by Roshi , has been excerpted. It was
too long to include in its entirety, but too good to leave out altogether . It
is hoped that sufficient has been included to whet the reader 's appetite
for more.
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Where Did Zen Originate - in India, China, or Japan?
If I Speak of Zen, It Won 't Be Zen I'm Speaking of
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There Are No Teachers of Zen
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Biofeedback Machines : Electric Zen?
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What Is the Value of a " Holy" Mountain for Zazen?
What Is Satori?
Are You Enlightened?
Can Enlightenment Come Without Training?
Is There a Difference Between Psychic Insights and Satori?
No Pain, No Gain
What Is Emptiness?
What , If Anything , Survives Biological Death?
Are You Alive or Are You Dead?
Zen Says , "Don 't Suppress the Emotions ." But What
About Anger?
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Why Reject the Way of the Masters to Follow the Easy Path?
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There in the early morning chill Roshi would peel down to his yoga suit,
hang his outer clothing on a nearby tree, and begin his " greeting to the
sun ." Flanked by a long, tall row of bright red rhododendrons on one
side and by the mountains , bursting with morning energy, on the other
side, and facing the growing heat of the rising sun , we could not have
devised a more perfect way of beginning the day.
After yoga came breakfast and then work, which usually continued,
except for lunch, until 5:30 or 6:30. Then we would cover the typewriter,
shelve the reference books, stack the old and new drafts typed that day ,
and set off on our daily walk. These walks , coming after hours of no
more physical activity than that of pushing pencils and punching
typewriter keys , were a welcome part of every day-and not just for the
exercise they afforded . To walk through the paths and back roads near
us-either into the village , 1¾ miles away, to check at the post office for
mail, or through other neighboring areas-was to enter a world long
since vanished from highly civilized societies. Whatever our route , we
could be sure to pass farmers cultivating their fields with ox-drawn
plows; houses of mud and brick, or mud and sticks; Indian women
chatting among themselves while washing laundry in a stream or
bearing huge loads of water up into the dry mountains ; men smiling
brightly and singing out " Buenas tar des! " while leading donkeys laden
with firewood .
The abundance and variety of animals we encountered on our walks
was amazing . There were dogs everywhere, and chickens , turkeys , and
hogs-all with their young-clucked , gobbled , and grunted contentedly
in the streets. But what we especially marveled at was the freedom and
independence enjoyed by the horses and cattle, which seemed to belong
to no one . They were forever strolling by us unattended , either in small
groups or singly, and by all appearances perfectly aware of where they
were going. Before long it became clear to us that far more hooves than
tires passed over these roads .
Occasionally jogging would take the place of morning yoga or the
evening walk. Although when Roshi jogged it was mostly along cow
paths through the fields , Bodhin 's route usually took him over dirt
roads . This course had its drawbacks, mainly in the form of the snapping
jaws of dogs not accustomed to joggers; luckily strong fences contained
the biggest and most vicious, though there were many close calls from
others . Horses became skittish , two of them once trotting along for
almost a mile to keep ahead of Bodhin, their supposed pursuer. But the
day came when Bodhin realized how uneventful his previous runs had
been . Loping merrily along what was more a wide path than a road, he
rounded a bend and suddenly found himself approaching a bull
occupying a good deal more than its half of the path ahead. Too late he
realized that the bull must have thought it was being charged by Bodhin .
When the latter slowed down and tried to edge past the now defensive
bull , it lowered its head and butted him into the barbed wire fence,
pinning him there with his forehead , between the horns . After a few
moments of heavy breathing , the bull backed off and Bodhin scrambled
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free , with only minor scratches from the barbed wire and a six-inch rip in
his pants from one of the horns-a little too close for comfort! But this
day of retribution was just dawning . Later in the morning Roshi was
stung on the tongue by a bee and then on our evening walk Polly was
kicked by a horse! The mills of the gods grind slowly ... .
From time to time instead of taking a walk or jogging we would
drive a few miles to a high hill near a village much smaller and more
isolated than ours . This hill faced the other side of the extraordinary
mountains - said to be found in only three places on earth- that towered
over our village . But unlike our side of the mountains-an area which
has grown into a bustling and attractive town-this parched land was
without water , and thus its innocence preserved . Even before parking
our car at the base of the hill , we would find ourselves falling under the
spell of this austere and primeval land . But only after hiking to the top of
the hill would the full magnificence of the surroundings hit us . There , in
three main " fronts ," was a 360° view for miles . To one side , thrusting
dramatically upward , were the precipitous cliff-like mountains of our
village ; to the next side , more distant , rose a taller , sloping mountainous
ridge that receded into ever softer , undulating lines to the horizon ; and
spreading out as far as the eye could see on the third side was a vast and
fertile valley , quilted with brilliant green sugar cane fields. To look up
was equally breathtaking , for it would usually be sunset , and the sky
splashed with clouds aflame in color . Yet were it not for the uncommonly
powerful vibrations and " thundering silence " here , it all would have
been but a majestic spectacle . Almost invariably Roshi , gazing about in
awe and rapture , would exclaim , ' 'What a perfect place for a Zen
monastery ! Now you can see why the ancient Zen masters built their
temples and monasteries in the mountains ." It is no wonder that , after
day upon long day enmeshed in grammar and syntax , in commas ,
semi-colons and periods , we would come to this hill again and again .
Upon returning from our walk we would usually have some fruit, or
Polly might heat up some tamales . Then Bodhin would make a fire and
all would settle down to read , Roshi in his chair by the fireplace and
Bodhin and Polly on the sofa. Later , after a round of hot chickory or tea ,
all would repair to the zendo and , at 10:30 or so, retire . On full moon
nights we would do zazen outdoors under the sky, as bats swooped
overhead exhorting us to go to bed so that they could do the same - on
their roosts just outside our doors .
There are those among the Sangha who might imagine, after having
seen Roshi rush from the Center at the close of each on-period to resume
work on his book, that writing is for him a love that cannot be resisted .
His true attitude is exactly the opposite , and well expressed by Thomas
Mann in these words : " A writer is a person for whom writing is more
difficult than it is for most people .'' In a sense putting together the book
was for Roshi like working singlemindedly on a koan-once he got the
fires going that first winter in Mexico, the book took hold of him. Instead
of relaxing in the evening , for instance, Roshi , his mind stimulated by
the walk , would often pick up the manuscript again , either to insert a
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new point that had come to mind or simply to reread the material with an
eye toward rooting out the awkward, the obscure , the non-essential.
"When in doubt, throw out!" became his battle cry . Nor was it unusual
for him to abruptly rise from his seat in the zendo and bound into the
livingroom to jot down in shorthand an unexpected dividend from the
subconscious that had bubbled up while sitting . Even sleep could not be
counted on as escape , for he would awaken in the middle of the night
with a fresh angle , a clear new expression of a passage , or the
awareness of a previously unseen problem . One morning he emerged
from his room, heavy-lidded yet energetic , to dictate the whole
introduction to the sesshin section, which he had " written " through the
night .
Especially cathartic for Roshi was the work on his autobiographical
" Personal Note ." This Afterword to the book was just that-a last
minute insertion in response to the countless people who upon meeting
him have asked , " How did you get into Zen? " Once he dove into this
question he found himself drawn back all the way to childhood , trying to
disentangle motivations and emotions long since extinguished. While
dredging up his experiences at the War Crimes Trials in Nuremberg and
later Japan, he related to Polly and Bodhin how he had never before fully
understood the significance of his karmic relation to the trials-how his
involvement in them had led him straight to Zen .
As the momentum behind the book grew in Mexico, it became clear
that one of the contributing causes and conditions that had been absent
up to then -required alike by plants and virtually all living things-was:
sunlight . In Mexico the sun is as reliable as the clouds in Rochester, and
under its blazing heat Roshi went into high gear . Each morning after
breakfast , clutching a fistful of pencils , a pocket pencil sharpener, a
lined pad of paper and the same trusty clipboard that The Three Pillars
had been written on , Roshi , like a heat-seeking missile, would head for
the open sun . His favorite spot was what we called "the orchard,"
near-but safely beyond the shade-range of, a row of lemon trees . Then ,
positioning his trusty lawn chair next to his small weather-beaten table
and facing squarely into the mountains , he would go to work. As the sun
arced higher overhead he would remain rooted there like a cactus,
soaking up the merciless heat. But to avoid excessive exposure he would
keep himself wrapped in a layer of clothing literally from head to feet , so
that at times he looked like a mummy sitting upright with a pencil in
hand . From time to time Bodhin or Polly might come by to confer over
the text . Squinting into the glare off the white pages , they would barely
manage to keep their thinking in order before stumbling back into the
house , groping for furniture until their eyesight returned . For Roshi ,
though , the sun was but nourishment , fuel.
Then there were the noises from within our gates . Besides
"Sheepy ," the fat brown sheep tethered in our yard that ba-a-ed
sometimes for hours without apparent reason, the most constant noise
was that from the construction of a small house on the back of our
property . During our second year, between four and fourteen
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workers - welders , masons , electricians , and laborers- bustled about,
some out of sight , others near at hand , but all close enough to bombard
us eleven hours a day with the sounds of their grinding , welding,
sawing , hammering , and shouting .
From the launching of the book until its completion we found
ourselves on close terms with the animal realm . No sooner had we
moved in that first year than evidence was found in the pantry of mice at
work . Then one evening while the three of us were quietly reading in the
livingroom, a mouse scampered across the middle of the floor. More of
his kind began appearing , even during the day , and before long were not
scampering but strolling in front of us . We realized then that they knew:
no way were we going to do them in . Still , something had to be done.
Not having brought along a Hav -a-hart (which traps without hurting),
Polly devised her own , using a bowl , a thimble , and a tray . Each night
she would set the inverted bowl on the tray and delicately balance one
edge of it on the thimble , which held the bait and opened from
underneath the bowl. The mouse would slip underneath the bowl and,
digging into the thimble for his prize , ... plop! suddenly find himself in
darkness. Polly made sure that the peanut butter-stuffed thimble landed
inside the bowl so the mouse wouldn 't have to spend the night hungry ,
and though she fretted over whether there was enough air under the
bowl , no casualties occurred . The next morning Bodhin would deliver
the culprit to a veritable rodent Pure Land about 100 yards from the
house : a huge pit in the earth, filled with garbage , boxes , branches, and
other debris . From the landlady' s son , who witnessed the ferrying
service , came the comment , " I see that you Buddhists favor exile over
execution .' '
It was the smallest creature of all-the lowly amoeba-that posed
the most constant threat to our well-being . "Montezuma' s revenge, "
" la tourista ," bacterial dysentery-whatever the name , it was never
more than a swallow away . Not only did we never eat in restaurants, but
neither could we risk sampling the tantalizing Mexican tortillas and
other specialties offered in the markets. All fruits and vegetables ,
except when peeled , had to pass through a thorough soaking and
washing procedure . Drinking tap water was out of the question, so one
of Bodhin 's regular jobs was toting big bottles of clean water from a
neighbor 's well. Every day we ate several cloves of raw garlic, known
since ancient days as good fortification against malignant bacteria (and
unwelcome visitors) . Our many precautions evidently paid off, for in our
eight months in Mexico only a few days of digestive illness were
suffered by Polly and Bodhin and none by Roshi.
But Roshi was struck down by something far more dramatic: the
Great Hepatitis Scare . It happened the first year , just two days before he
was to return to Rochester . While doing morning yoga he began having
cramps in the abdomen , which became more and more severe as the
morning went on until by noon he was doubled up in excruciating pain .
He finally consented to be taken to the hospital and we gingerly laid him
in our station wagon , a worthy enough ambulance in this emergency .
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The trip to the hospital could have been measured in light years, for
every shock of the car over the steep rugged roads elicited a groan of
agony from our supine passenger . Finally we arrived at the hospital,
only to be greeted by shrugs of the shoulders and a recommendation to
drive across the city to the office of a Dr . de la Torre, a highly respected
diagnostician .
Ushered into the plush office of Dr . de la Torre , we stepped out of
the mid-afternoon heat and clamor of urban Mexico into a world of
hushed, stately professionalism. The doctor, a fiftyish, erect man
graying at the temples , cordially greeted us and introduced his tall ,
dignified woman assistant. Both were impeccable in their starched white
coats . After some brief amenities the doctor began questioning Roshi,
showing a clinical interest in his Zen background . Polly acted as
interpreter (where would we have been without her?) and Bodhin
offered moral support . We all noted the yellow pallor to Roshi ' s skin ,
and the doctor mentioned hepatitis as the most likely cause . Then the
fun began . Roshi was asked to recline on the examining table and he
obliged, lying inert, eyes half closed. The doctor and his assistant then
began taping electrodes to his head , chest, arms , and legs . The wires
were connected to one or more of three modern, sophisticated-looking
machines that occupied part of the office . The two worked quickly,
efficiently, with only an occasional word passing between them . Finally ,
when Dr . de la Torre seemed satisfied that all the electrodes were
securely in their proper places, he pushed a button and one of the
machines began disgorging a computer read-out . While the doctor
examined the data as it spilled forth, Polly and Bodhin anxiously
examined the doctor ' s face , which suddenly changed from an expression
of scientific sobriety to one of sheer delight . Giggling , he looked to his
assistant and exclaimed something in Spanish . Curious, Bodhin leaned
over to Polly for a translation . She replied, "He said, 'It is
remarkable-there ' s no muscular activity whatsoever! This could only
happen in someone with many years training in meditation ."'
The diagnosis: "Hepatitis. " Prescription: "Stay in bed and do no
work for at least several weeks . And take these medicines every day ."
This latter aroused Roshi 's suspicions when he read the label on
one of the bottles : "Its use during the first trimester of pregnancy
should be under the direct supervision of a doctor .' ' Although the pain
had inexplicably subsided while still at the doctor 's office, over the next
few days Roshi did experience the fatigue he had been warned to expect,
and it was during this time that he agreed to cancel the May workshop
and sesshin in Rochester . But the fatigue was intermittent, coming and
going abruptly . Not until discontinuing the medicine and returning to
Rochester, where he felt fully recovered, did he feel reasonably sure of
what he had suspected all along-that he had never had hepatitis and
that it was the medicine that had caused the fatigue. This conclusion was
borne out the following year when he returned to Mexico and as an
experiment took the suspect medicine a few times with the same result:
a sudden onset of oppressive fatigue that vanished when the medicine
8
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was discontinued . So what, then, had caused the severe pain and
jaundiced pallor that day? All signs indicate that Roshi had passed a
gallstone. " In justice to the doctor ," Roshi said later, " I was pregnant
with the book, but for the life of me I couldn't remember what trimester I
was in .''

I
I

The karma of the future Mexico City affiliate group, which had
remained latent through our first year in Mexico, ripened the next year
when Roshi interrupted work on the book to conduct a public workshop.
This gave birth to a group of beginners who wasted no time in
requesting an all-day sitting before Roshi returned north . One of
them-an Italian Mexican woman who painted Russian icons-then
humbly offered her home for it. Anna Maria's house was the next best
thing to a temple . We were not surprised to hear her say that it had been
built entirely by hand , for the air of quiet, austere purposefulness within
its gates testified to a labor of love . The focus of these distinctly
monastic vibrations was , of course , the icons . In his commentary during
that Buddha's Birthday all-day sitting Roshi drew attention to how
naturally the Buddha figure, which had been installed on the main wall
for the occasion , blended in with the host of icons surrounding it . " This
reflects ," he said , " how harmonious can be the blending of Buddhism
and Christianity."
More than a few times in the past couple years Roshi has been
asked by people , usually through mischievous grins, " When are you
going to begin your next book? " And the growl that comes back in reply
is usually the same : "If ever in the future I talk about writing another
book, someone please shoot me! " These words, though, revealing the
recognition that his writing impulse may not yet be exhausted , are
grounded in all of the labor behind Zen: Dawn in the West , in his
experiential understanding that, as an anonymous writer once observed,
" Books are like babies: easy to conceive , hard to deliver ."

I
I
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W ith the busy schedule that you have-workshops , sesshins ,
lectures , and so many people at the Center calling on you for various
things-what made you start writing a book?
The same reason I suppose that people climb mountains : because
they can 't do otherwise . The mountain is there , so they climb it; the
material was lying all around , so I put it into a book. Beyond that , it
seemed that a book showing how Zen expresses itself in our Western
culture could be useful in dispelling the mistaken notion , still popular,
that while Zen might be all right for Asians it could play no vital role in
our Western society .
Where did this material come from?
A large part consisted of tapes made at workshops I conducted at
colleges and universities as well as at encounter , human potential
groups and other growth centers . Included also were formal Zen talks
recorded at the Center as a matter of course .
So it spans the whole time you have been conducting workshops and
teaching?
Yes , some thirteen years .
Did you have some particular overall plan when you put the book
together , or did it just evolve?
When many of the tapes of my teishos , informal talks , lectures, and
dialogues were transcribed , a mountain of manuscript confronted me .
All this had to be read and re-read , then sorted , and edited. Eventually a
plan of organization evolved .
Why did you decide to present the teachings of Zen chiefly through
dialogues instead of straight , narrative writing?
For one thing , it 's more Zen-like ; you can demonstrate Zen instead
of merely talking about it . Also , with narrative it is easy to fall into the
trap of words , of filling the reader ' s mind with theories and concepts
that do him more harm than good . The Zen masters are forever warning
of this danger of saying too much . The verse to one of the koans in The
Gateless Barrier says : " In talking to people , tell them three-quarters
only . Never let them have the other part ." Why not? So as not to rob
them of the struggle of coming to their own understanding . A famous
master was described by his disciple in these words : " My teacher was
great in what he said , but even greater in what he left unsaid .' ' Another
advantage of dialogue is that you can elicit the questioner 's real
concern , his unasked question that he dreads getting an answer to .
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Are the formal talks in Zen Dawn in the West aimed at beginners or
are they also suitable for advanced students?
Roshi:
These talks were given by me at the Zen Center, so they are
addressed to all manner of practicers-newcomers and advanced
students alike. A good commentary , one that comes not simply from the
head but from one's whole being, inspires and instructs every class of
listener .
Zen Bow:
One of the things I think readers are going to be quite surprised at
is the section on devotions . Because Zen is looked upon by many as
iconoclastic, to see this amount of attention given to ceremonies and
rituals may be disconcerting . Would you comment on that?
Roshi:
In its absorption into any culture the first phase of Zen is always the
intellectual , or we may say the philosophical. The intellect , after all , has
to be satisfied before the rest of one will move ahead . And as you know ,
Dr . D.T. Suzuki , the scholar-philosopher , was one of the first to bring
Zen to the West in understandable form. He was followed by Alan Watts
and other college professors . Suzuki made such a deep penetration
intellectually into the American cultural scene that there was little room
left for the devotional aspect . Yet even intellectuals, who relate to reality
essentially through their intellect, when they witness devotional
ceremonies that are not empty formality but have spirit and conviction
behind them , recognize their value in developing the affective side of
their nature . Zen of course is not anti-intellectual; it merely insists that
for Self-realization a deeper level of mind than the discriminating
intellect must be invoked. In the early days of Zen in America there were
no meaningful home-grown devotional ceremonies, only what appeared
to be exotic Japanese or Chinese rituals - in fact the whole atmosphere
of Zen gave off a distinctly foreign quality. True , this very foreigness did
appeal to a certain fringe element, but most Americans shied away from
it . But today, with Buddhism better known in the West, people respond
to devotions that are couched in their own familiar cultural forms .
Zen Bow:
Would you care to say something about the last section of the book,
the part called "Afterword-A Personal Note" -why it was added?
Roshi:
It came as a sort of inspiration while I was in Mexico last winter
working on the book. I was invited to a party at which were a number of
people interested in Zen . At least half a dozen asked me, "What
brought you to Zen? " This wasn 't the first time I had been asked that
question , of course, but the fact that it was asked so many times in such
Zen Bow:
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a short time convinced me that the question is a natural one and
therefore it ought to be answered in the book. In trying to trace the outer
thread of the circumstances that led me to Zen, I thought about my first
spiritual problem at the age of twelve, and what that led to. Eventually it
brought me to what I had witnessed during two American Occupations,
one in Germany and one in Japan, following World War II. It also meant
saying something about my participation in the War Crimes trials at
Nuremberg and Tokyo and the connection between them and my getting
into Zen .
Zen Bow:
What sort of people do you feel will benefit most from the book?
Roshi:
Those who know little or nothing of Zen and those who have read a
great deal about it but who as yet have undertaken no formal Zen
training . The first will realize, I hope , that Zen Buddhism in its 2,500
years of development has evolved unique methods and practices for
awakening the human mind and erasing human suffering. The second
will perhaps gain the realization that Zen Buddhism is a simple,
straightforward teaching that can be practiced on the level of a
body-mind discipline or as a religion that appeals to the head as well as
the heart . But the one who will benefit most will be myself.
Zen Bow:
How do you mean that?
Roshi:
I thought I was putting together a book to help others, but all the
time it was to help myself. The book has greatly clarified my own
understanding and perhaps for that reason it will do the same for others.
Schopenhauer says that only what one writes for oneself is valuable for
others.
Talking about books that help, The Three Pillars is surely one that
Zen Bow:
has helped many people . I think a professor on the West Coast called it
"the bible of the beat generation ." How is it selling?
Many more than the beat generation were brought to Zen by The
Roshi:
Three Pillars . It has sold over 150,000 copies and still sells some 12,000
yearly .
What languages has it been translated into?
Zen Bow:
French, German, Spanish, Portuguese, Polish and Dutch. By the
Roshi:
way , it has recently been completely revised and expanded .
Anchor/ Doubleday, the publisher of Zen: Dawn in the West, will also
put out the new Three Pillars in paperback in the fall of 1979-in fact one
of their plans is to box the books and sell them as a set.
Roshi, how do you feel about the book now that it's finished?
Zen Bow:
The way I imagine a woman feels who has delivered her third child .
Roshi:
There is relief and no apprehension about the child. The manuscript of
The Three Pillars of Zen was turned down by half a dozen publishers
before one would take it, and at one point I wondered and worried
whether it would ever get published . But Zen: Dawn in the West was a
whole different story . The first editor who read the ms. accepted it .
What happens to the book hereafter is his concern, not mine .
Zen Bow:
By the way , Roshi , what ' s the title of your next book going to be?
Roshi (after a long silence): Did you get it?
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A monk asked Ummon [Yun Men] about this.
"Bow down!" said Ummon . The monk did so. Ummon thrust his
staff at him, and the monk drew back .
Ummon said , "You're not blind! Come closer!"
The monk came closer.
" You 're not deaf. Do you understand? "
The monk replied, "No, I don 't understand."
Ummon said, "You're not mute."
With this the monk had an insight.
Here we have a fine example of how Zen masters work in subtle
ways their wonders to perform. These two, Gensha and Ummon , had
been brother monks under the same master, and their minds were so
keenly attuned to each other and to their disciples that their methods
meshed naturally without written or oral communication passing
between them .
Of the life of Gensha we know only that he was born in the year 835
and died in 908, and that he had been a fisherman before becoming a
monk .
Much more has been handed down of the life of Ummon. It is
recorded that he had a quick, brilliant mind, was eloquent in his speech,
and vigorous and forthright in manner, qualities that in one degree or
another have always distinguished the Zen masters . Even in his own day
Ummon was renowned as a Zen master ; except for the great Joshu no
master figures in more koans than he.
Although Ummon ' s birth date is unknown, the records show that he
died in the year 949, just after the close of the T'ang era (618-907), when
Zen Buddhism was at its zenith .
Ummon's family , we are told, was extremely poor. Very likely this
was one of the reasons for their placing him for his education, while he
was still a young boy, in the hands of a master of the Vina ya - a sect of
Buddhism that emphasizes the moral precepts and rules of conduct.
When the boy came of age he had his head shaved, symbolizing the
severance of attachments to a worldly life, and received the precepts and
vows of a novice monk-a homeless one .
But Ummon 's education did not satisfy his deeper aspirations or
bring him to the realization of his self, so he went to see Zen master
Bokuju, a disciple of the famous Huang Po. As Ummon was about to
enter Bokuju ' s quarters, Bokuju slammed the door in his face . When
Ummon knocked, Bokuju queried, "What do you want?" Ummon
replied, "I'm not yet enlightened on the vital problem of my Self. I've
come to beg for your instruction ." Bokuju opened the door a crack, took
a quick look at him , then shut it quickly. For two days Ummon
repeatedly knocked and met with the same response . On the third day,
however, Ummon squeezed into the room . Grabbing him, the master
demanded , "Speak! Speak!" As Ummon fumbled for words the master
pushed him out, exclaiming, " You good-for-nothing!" and shut the door
so violently that it caught and broke Ummon's leg . With a cry of pain
Ummon came to awakening .
Commenting on this story a contemporary writer asked, ''Was it
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necessary for Bokuju to be so crude? Was satori worth a broken leg? "
Let him ask the ghost of Ummon ! Or let him ask a mother whether her
child was worth the pain of childbirth! One can only smile at such
naivete . Zen dilettantes will never understand Ummon 's persistence ,
much less the spirit of Bokuju ' s fierce rebuffs.
Why did Bokuju continue to slam the door in Ummon ' s face? It was
an ironclad rule of Bokuju 's to give dokusan only to those with an
unmistakable thirst for truth, for he knew, as all Zen masters know , that
realization of the highest truth demands a sincere heart and unfaltering
exertion, as well as pain and struggle . But was not Ummon such an
individual? Would not one less determined than he have fled after the
first rebuff? Why then did Bokuju refuse to see him? You must see into
this vital point .
You must also grasp the significance of Bokuju ' s " Speak! Speak! "
What could Ummon have said that would have earned approval instead
of such rough treatment? What would you have said in Ummon 's
position? You must respond at once!
In the literature of Zen , Ummon is also famous for his one-word [in
Chinese], "no gap " responses. Savor these one-worders of Ummon 's:
" What is the one road of Ummon? "
"Personal experience! "
"What is the Way? "
" Go! "
" What is the road , where is the Way? "
" Begin walking it! "
The lightning response from the guts, not the head , is much
admired in Zen .
Of the many anecdotes about Ummon the following is one of the
most unusual in the history of Zen. In ancient China there was a Zen
master who had been the abbot of a large monastery for some twenty
years . During all that time he had not appointed a head monk.
Whenever his monks questioned him about this he would reply
cryptically , " My head monk has not yet become a novice ." One day he
announced to the assembly, " Today my head monk took the vows of a
novice .'' Upon being asked when his head monk would arrive at the
monastery, he simply said , " My head monk has not yet received the full
monastic ordination .''
Several years passed and the monks had all but forgotten the
elusive head monk when the abbot announced , "My head monk was
fully ordained today! " Again the assembly was mystified. Two more
years passed and then one day the abbot said , " My head monk will
arrive at the main gate at noon today . Strike the bell and send a
delegation to welcome him ." This sounded very strange , as had
everything else the abbot had been saying about his head monk
throughout the years, but at the appointed hour the monks nevertheless
went to the main gate . There stood a monk who had just arrived, and he
was none other than Ummon.
When Ummon came before the abbot to proffer his greetings , he
asked, " How could you have known that I would arrive today? I told no
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one I intended to come here ." Smiling , the abbot said, " Many, many
lifetimes ago-during the lifetime of the Buddha himself-you and I
were brother monks . We both trained very hard and developed
remarkable samadhi powers . But in a subsequent life you were reborn
into royalty and led a self-indulgent, worldly life . Consequently you lost
these powers. I, on the other hand , continued to train and discipline
myself through many more lifetimes ; therefore these powers were
strengthened . Thus I knew when you had become a novice monk, when
you had been fully ordained , and when precisely you would arrive at this
monastery . ''
Psychic abilities in one degree or another are natural by-products of
persistent zazen and an awakened mind and as such are not regarded as
exceptional or wonderful. Zen masters never make a vain display of
psychic powers , nor do they set out to cultivate them for their own sake.
They are in fact looked upon as makyo-a subtle variety , but still
makyo-which is to say, something other than enlightenment.
This background material on Ummon is valuable because of his
prominence in the history of Zen . Now back to the case.
This koan can be seen as a drama in two acts. In the first act Gensha
creates the conflict , and in the second Ummon resolves it . Note how
Gensha puts the monks into a painful quandary : how to reconcile their
bodhisattvic vows to liberate all beings with the seemingly impossible
task of liberating one who couldn 't hear what was being told him , who
couldn 't ask questions , and who couldn 't see gestures. " If you cannot
help such an individual ," Gensha implies , " are not your bodhisattvic
vows exercises in futility? " How pitiless this Gensha! He casts his
monks into a dungeon of doubt and then watches them squirm in
desperate efforts to free themselves . But he is cruel only to be kind. Do
you see why?
Zen deals with the concrete and the personal. What then is behind
Gensha ' s seemingly speculative question? This is the first barrier you
must surmount if you are to see into this unfolding drama . And why
does the monk take the problem to Ummon rather than pursuing it with
Gensha? Does he consider Ummon a greater master than Gensha? If so,
why is he training at Gensha ' s temple? Or is he trying to test Ummon? If
so, in what way? And why doesn't Ummon , who like his teacher Bokuju
was not one to suffer Zen fools gladly , dismiss the monk with "Go chase
yourself! " ?
Can it be that Ummon , with his sharp Zen eye , perceived at once
that the question , though couched in speculative terms , was rooted in
something deeper than mere curiosity , namely the monk's lack of faith
in himself? Wasn't the monk desperately seeking reassurance , through
the problem of the three disabilities , that he could , despite his own
shortcomings , achieve awakening? Why else would he have dared face
the lion Ummon in his den?
Sensing that the question springs from an anguished , self-doubting
mind , Ummon meets the problem head on . Note that he does not engage
the monk in a Socratic dialogue or paint a vivid word picture of the
omnipotent Buddha-mind . He simply commands , " Bow down! " The
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---monk obeys , believing no doubt that whatever the reason for this
peremptory command his question will be answered . But no sooner does
he raise his head than he spies Ummon ' s stick about to land on his
shoulder , and he falls back. " Ah ," exclaims Ummon , "so you are not
blind! Now come forward ." The monk , probably thinking to himself,
" Yours not to reason why ... " complies. " Oh , you are not deaf either!"
observes Ummon . " Do you understand? " " Understand what?" asks
the monk, his mind now totally devoid of thoughts as he responds
no-mindedly . " And you can speak too! Well , well. "
Take note of the "clean slate ," one-pointed mind of the monk and
its relation to his subsequent insight . This is vital.
Before considering what the monk perceived, let me ask you : What
is true hearing? What is true seeing? What is true speaking?
There ' s an old story of three people at a party who are asked by a
fourth , " What organ of your body do you consider most indispensable? "
The first says , " My ears . I am a musician . What would my life be like if I
couldn 't hear the glorious music of Bach or Mozart or the laughter of
children or the whisper of the wind through trees? Not worth living ,
really ."
The second replies , "My eyes . I can think of no worse affliction
than a life of perpetual darkness . Imagine being unable to view the
Sphinx or the Taj Mahal or the Sistine Chapel, or to experience a
magnificent sunrise or sunset! "
" For me ," said the third , " nothing could be worst than to be
without a tongue . I am a teacher. If I couldn't speak how could I carry on
my profession? Besides, nothing gives me greater satisfaction than to
engage in conversation with high -minded people about the latest trends
in literature, art, and philosophy . To be without a tongue would actually
make one lower than animals, for even they have tongues and can
communicate by howls , squeaks , and chirps.''
These three then turned to the fourth and asked , "What organ of
your body do you treasure most? "
" My navel, " he replied.
" Your navel! " exclaimed the other three in a chorus of
astonishment . "Why is that so precious? "
"Because I love to eat celery in bed and that's where I keep my
salt. "
[Laughter]
No, they do not yet understand the true meaning of hearing, seeing,
and speaking, for each is still attached to his sense organs and the
discriminations arising from them.
With regard to hearing , tell me: Does the sound go to the ear or the
ear to the sound? To grasp the source of sound, you must transcend ear,
brain, and sound . In the Surangama sutra the bodhisattva Kannon tells
how he attained perfect enlightenment through concentration on the
true nature of sound . Zen master Bassui advises, "Whenever you hear a
sound inquire of yourself, 'What is it that is hearing this sound? '" But
those of you working on the koan '' the Sound of One Hand '' need only
question single-mindedly, " What Is the Sound of One Hand?" Once you
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break through you will hear loudly and clearly the sound of no-sound-a
ringing silence , a silent ringing .
True speech has nothing to do with beautiful or wise words . Listen!
[Recites a gatha .] Did I speak or didn 't I? You don't have to be mute not
to speak . Learn to speak without your tongue and lips and ~ou will enter
the womb of unfathomable silence ; then you will understand what is
meant by " All day long there is speaking, yet no word is ever spoken ."
What is true seeing? For the truly awakened , who see with the eye
of equality , nothing is higher or lower , better or worse , than anything
else . Is this not the highest seeing? So it is said , "A buddha is deaf,
dumb , and blind ." He does not shut his eyes to see no evil, cover his
ears to hear no evil , or close his mouth to speak no evil , like the three
proverbial monkeys. On the contrary, he looks , listens, and talks , but his
seeing is a no-seeing, his hearing a no-hearing , and his speaking a
no-speaking. Do you understand? Do you really understand?
Returning to the monk , what is it that he suddenly perceived? That
they see most who see without their eyes , that they hear all who hear
without their ears , and that they speak best who speak without their
tongues .
[Raising stick] Do you see?
[Striking stick] Do you hear?
Tell me , was anything said?

/ WHAT IS EMPTINESS? /
Questioner: What is Buddhist emptiness? I know what the books
say : It ' s the void , sunyata , and all that . But what is meant by "Form is
only emptiness , emptiness only form " ?
Roshi: Suppose you are a craftsman working in silver, and you want
to make a small figure of a buddha . When your silver is molten and
flowing it has the possibility of actualizing itself into any object-that's
emptiness , no-thingness . Then you pour the molten metal into the mold
and it hardens-that's form. But now let us say that after you have
formed your buddha you are dissatisfied with it and wish to make
something else with the same silver. So you melt down the figure, and
the silver returns to formlessness . In essence , then , this emptiness is no
different from the form .
All this , don't forget , is only a conceptual model , not the real thing .
So tell me , how would you take hold of emptiness as a concrete fact?
Come forward and show me!
Questioner [approaching the roshi] : This way [clutching at space]!
Roshi: No, this way [indicating]!
Questioner: Ouch!
Roshi: Emptiness , after all , is only form, isn 't it?
EXCERPTS FROM:
AFTERWORD-A PERSONAL NOTE / What makes a man in his
middle years give up a secure job and comfortable income , family, and
friends for the austere rigors of a Zen monastery and the uncertain life of
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a "homeless one"? Is it some outer traumatic circumstance or a
compelling inner need? These questions were asked me dozens of times
in Japan and almost as often in America . In my own case it seemed at
times that what had motivated me to surrender my middle-class
comforts and values to undergo Zen training was the desire to find relief
from painful tensions and an exhausting restlessness. At other times I
felt it was a need to understand the appalling sufferings I had witnessed
in Germany , Japan, and China just after World War II. Eventually I
realized that the answers to the foregoing questions lay in one
word-karma, a term embracing the whole concatenation of causes and
effects that is one's life. And it was karma, too, that brought me many
years later, at the age of fifty-two , to the city of Rochester, New York, a
place I had never set foot in previously, to find myself the head of a Zen
Center. Before my contact with Asia and Zen, in the remotest flights of
my imagination I had not pictured myself living the life of a monastic,
much less becoming a teacher of Buddhism ....

. . .

Suzuki, it turned out, was living in the compound of Engaku-ji, a
large Zen monastery in Kamakura . I went to visit the renowned
philosopher . Having read the romantic novels Lost Horizon and The
razor's Edge, I expected to be greeted by a sage with long white hair and
beard, flowing robes, and crooked walking stick. Instead I came upon a
short, clean-shaven, almost bald Japanese who looked for all the world
like an editor. His book-lined study, the visor shading his eyes, and his
one-finger typing at an old Underwood all strengthened this impression.
Suzuki's informal talks on Buddhist philosophy were over my head.
What brought me back again and again to his simple lodging was the
desire not to fathom his recondite lectures, or even to learn more about
karma, but to experience the deep serenity that seemed to radiate from
the giant cryptomaria trees, the temple buildings, the faces of the monks
and laymen, from the very earth itself. It was the memory of all these
that helped draw me back to Japan five years later to enter a Zen
monastery ....
My study of Zen philosophy was not baking bread. True, my
intellectual horizons had been expanded , but with this increased
knowledge came no greater serenity. In fact, my restlessness,
irritability, and inner dissatisfaction had worsened, and now the
affliction of pride was added-was I not one of the Zen cognoscenti, an
apostle of Suzuki's? Why had I not acted on my growing feeling that
meditation , not philosophy, was what I needed most? Dr. Suzuki's
arcane lectures, so tantalizing to the intellect, and the provocative
after-class discussions with artists, writers, and psychiatrists had
repressed this deeper need. The ache could be ignored no longer,
however, and it was this that impelled me to seek an enlightened Zen
master. But where to find him? Inquiries disclosed that there were no
Zen masters in the United States. So it was back to Japan , a prospect
both pleasant and dreaded. Dreaded because it was clear that my Zen
play was over and that I must now begin the serious, hard work of Zen
training if I truly wanted to transform my life.
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After several months of agonizing over this prospect , I gave up my
work, disposed of my belongings , and set sail for Japan , determined not
to return until I became enlightened ....

. . .

I remained at Hosshin-ji training under Harada-roshi for almost
three years , and then , because of failing health exacerbated by the
austere and tense atmosphere and the poor diet, was compelled to leave .
On the advice of Nakagawa-roshi, my adviser, I became a disciple of
Yasutani-roshi , a dharma successor of Harada-roshi. Although an
ordained master , he did not have a monastery, since all his disciples
were laymen and women . Thus I was able to live in quarters of my own .
Thanks to his excellent guidance , my Mind's eye was opened to some
extent . He ordained me after I had been with him for five years, and I
remained his disciple for more than ten ....

. . .

My joy at being back in my own country was tempered by the
realization that it would not be easy to adapt Eastern Zen to our Western
society; the middle way had to be found between a Zen stripped of its
essentials and a Zen barnacled with foreign cultural encrustations. I
recalled what Chisan Koho , the former chief abbot of one of the large
Soto Zen monasteries in Japan , had written: When Dogen brought the
Zen teachings from China to Japan they were slow to take hold because
for Dogen only Chinese Zen was correct, and the people felt that a
foreign religion was being forced upon them. It was only when Keizan , a
century later , discarded the Chinese forms and Japanized Zen that it
spread rapidly throughout the country .
It has also been pointed out by social anthropologists that every
culture takes out of a new religion only what it can assimilate with its
own mores and traditions, and that no people have accepted and
practiced a new religion in the form in which it was offered them by
teachers from an alien culture. The process of assimilation is subject at
every stage to modifying influences growing out of the cultural needs of
a particular society .
That the Buddhism of Japan is a unique expression of the cultural,
historical , and climatic needs of the people of that country was brought
home to me with great force when I went to Southeast Asia on my
pilgrimage . In the ashrams of India and the meditation centers of Sri
Lanka and Burma I learned why Japanese Buddhism had to be different
from that practiced in those countries . Just as the Buddha figures of Sri
Lanka, India , and Burma reflected the facial features of those countries'
inhabitants, so the expression of the Buddha's dharma reflected the
cultures of each of these societies . My experiences in Southeast Asia
enabled me to put Ja~anese Buddhism in_its proper perspective and to
see that the Buddha s dharma was flexible enough to accommodate
itself to widely differing cultures and to develop according to the
spiritual climate prevailing wherever it is introduced.
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